


Paramount Safes
Looking for an elegant, light weight and secure storage equipment suitable for use at homes and commercial 

environments?  Look no further. 

Construction/Benefits

Locking Mechanism

Aesthetics 

Key Features

- Secondary re-locking device to resist any forced attempts of disengaging the lock from the bolt-work

mechanism.

Specifications

* Size 0 does not have the provision for adjustable shelves

- Fire Resistant body with intumescent strips (expandable fire seals) around the door frame.

The safes come fitted with a double bitted 8-Lever key lock complying to EN1300 - Class A / Class I standards (listed 

by VdS / ECB.S - Germany). Optionally, Electronic and Mechanical combination locks (listed as per EN1300 standards) 

may be provided.

The Paramount safe is designed to protect your valuables against Burglary and Fire hazards. An efficient and modern 

storage system for your cash and documents. 

- Burglar Resistant walls and doors

- Base fixing provision with anchoring bolts (supplied) for secure installation to concrete or wooden floor.

- Anchoring bolts provided for secure installation to concrete or wooden floor

- Special Insulating material provides 30 minutes of Fire Resistance for Paper.

- Recommended Cash rating of £ 6000* or equivalent.

- Double walled construction for Burglary and Fire security

* This is just a recommended cash rating – ratings for Jewellery / valuables can be up to 10 times more. Positioning of the safe, type of premises, perimeter 

security and alarms can also affect ratings – this should be always checked and confirmed with your insurers.

Designed and engineered to the very latest standards, the range combines great stylish looks with outstanding levels of 

security. The collection has been designed to complement all environments whether it is modern or classic. 

- Safes are supplied with Removable and adjustable shelves

- Finished in RAL 9010 colour for superior and elegant looks

- Supplied with removable and adjustable shelves ( as standard ).

- Available in a comprehensive range of sizes
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